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Abstract

Virtual and augmented reality offer immersive 

environments to experience new places and ideas. 

Find out how students at universities in the USA and 

Romania learned about each other's cultures by 

creating and sharing original VR/AR experiences. Take 

home tools and techniques for introducing AR/VR in 

your classroom.



Today’s Session: TalkTech Overview
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Content 
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Apps to Download



About Me…

• Mark Frydenberg

• Bentley University, Waltham, MA

• Sr. Lecturer, Computer Information Systems

• Director, CIS Sandbox, a Technology Social Learning 
Space

• Author, Technology for Success and Discovering 
Computers (Cengage)

• Research: Tech Literacy and New Technology
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TalkTech 2019

• 26 Bentley Students

• Ages 18-20

• 28 UPT students

• Ages 21-23

• Most never created AR/VR before
• Most used online storage and collaboration tools

• Spoke English

• Frequently use the web, computers, and mobile 
devices



TalkTech: 
A Global Exploration of Technology and Culture

• UP Timisoara and Bentley 

University

• Students select common 

industries and research 

AR/VR applications in their 

own countries to create a 

VR scene

• Create scenes conveying a 

use of  AR/VR in that 

industry in your home 

country from a cultural 

perspective



Project Goals

• Produce a tangible 

deliverable  within a short 

time while working as a 

member of a global team

• Develop digital literacy skills 

with ICTs

• Communicate using  both 

synchronous and 

asynchronous tools 

• Increase cultural awareness / 

impact of globalization 

• Critique and review VR scenes 

from a cultural perspective



Project Based Learning Approach

AR/VR concepts to business and 
technology education

Introduce

AR/VR  artifacts related to a particular 
industry from a cultural perspective

Create

research about applications of AR and VRSynthesize

technology and digital literacy skillsApply

as members of international teamsWork



TalkTech Topics

Explore uses of AR / VR in one of 
these industries.

Create your own AR artifact to 
present to your international 
partners.  Create a video demo.

Create a VR scene that conveys a 
cultural experience from your 
country based on this topic.

Health 
care

Entertainment 
/ Gaming

Real Estate / 
Home Sales or 

Rentals

Automotive 
Sales or Design

Advertising Tourism

Education or 
Training

Retail / 
Customer 

Service
Sports

Marketing / 
Customer 

Engagement



Today’s Session: Interactive AR/VR
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Augmented vs Virtual Reality

• Mixes the real world with virtual 

content

• Interact and distinguish between 

both

• Hold a mobile device in front of a 

real world scene to see virtual 

content

• Creates an immersive,  3600-

degree virtual world

• Hard to tell what’s real and what’s 

not

• Wear a VR headset or goggles to 

see virtual content

Augmented Reality Virtual Reality



Make Your Own Augmented Reality Tools

theroar.io

zappar.com

blippar.com



AR in Advertising



AR in Advertising

388291



AR Example: Real Estate

Code:  Alex



Make Your Own Virtual Reality

cospaces.io/edu

https://edu.cospaces.io/LQR-CAY

https://edu.cospaces.io/LQR-CAY


VR Tech



Using CoSpaces



CoSpaces Example: Iulius Gardens

Teleport to 
Boston



Critical Thinking through Coding



CoSpaces: Boston Public Garden



Creating VR with CoSpaces



CoSpaces Example: Shopping Malls

https://edu.cospaces.io/UXL-CRU

https://edu.cospaces.io/UXL-CRU


Creating the Teleport Feature with CoSpaces



Teleport Feature



CoSpaces Example: Iulius Gardens

Use with 
Cardboard Viewer

360-View on 
Phone

https://edu.cospaces.io/SRY-CMW

https://edu.cospaces.io/SRY-CMW


Today’s Session: Lessons Learned
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Student Reflections



Tools Used: Prior Experience

Bentley UPT



Virtual Mobility



Presentations





Word Cloud



Creating a Global Learning Community



Can students create virtual reality 
artefacts with only basic technology 
skills?

Are students capable of learning 
technologies necessary for working 
in a global environment?

TalkTech Tasks and Digital Literacy Skills

Research applications 
of VR; identify scenes 

for VR content

Create 360-degree 
image for their VR 

artifact.

Enhance 360-image to 
create an interactive VR 

scene

Add code to animate 
avatars with gestures 

and motion
Test in a browser.

View on a laptop, 
mobile device, or 

cardboard headset

Share or embed media 
online

Discuss similarities, 
differences, and 

cultural influences with 
international partners 
via video-conference.



Social 
Networking

Transliteracy
Maintaining 

Privacy

Managing 
Digital Identity

Creating 
Content

Organizing 
and Sharing 

Reusing / 
Repurposing 

Filtering and 
Selecting 

Self-
Broadcasting

(Steve Wheeler http://steve-wheeler.blogspot.co.uk/ )

Digital Literacy (Steve Wheeler)

http://steve-wheeler.blogspot.co.uk/


Today’s Session:  Your Turn
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How did this project help you experience culture?

I learned more about their daily lives 
by communicating with them. The 
VR experiences somewhat had an 

impact on this because their 
environment pictures showed us 

what parts of Romania looked like.

I got to see similarities and 
differences between things 
in America and in Romania. 
VR showed the similarities 
and differences more than 

AR.



How did this project help you experience culture?

We got to see part of Unirii Square through 
their VR experience, which gave us insight 
as to what Romania is like. We got to see 
the architecture, which was very different 

from the architecture here. The VR 
increased our positive experience, because 
it made the whole scene more immersive, 
and the talking characters were useful in 

informing us about Unirii Square.

By talking to them we 
saw what it's like for an 
American student and 
we saw the differences 
between our 2 cultures. 
Also, by seeing their VR 
scene we learned what 

a college dorm looks 
like.



Comments on Culture

The VR part of my American 
friends makes me feel like I 

am in USA, lots of people and 
a big street . Here I found 

another image of Sephora. 
The store is placed outdoor 

and our is placed indoor that 
makes one different because 
in Romania we rarely have a 

store like this outdoors.

I think if anything this project made 
me see how similar I can be to 
people across the world. The 

use/knowledge of AR and VR saw 
that the Romanians and I were 

basically on the same page.



I learned about their culture through ….

Conversations Augmented Reality Virtual Reality
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Thank You!

Mark Frydenberg,

Bentley University 

mfrydenberg@bentley.edu
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